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1. Introduction

Why do we have music? What is music for, and why does every human culture have it? Is it a uniquely human capability, as language is? Are some of its fundamental components present in non-human animals? What biological and cognitive mechanisms are essential for perceiving, appreciating and making music?

Some years ago, it became popular to address such questions from an evolutionary perspective [1–5], but disagreement remains about whether music is grounded in our biology, whether it played a role in our survival as a species and, if so, whether musicality resulted from natural or sexual selection.

Steven Pinker provided the most influential critique of music as an adaptation: ‘As far as biological cause and effect are concerned, music is useless. (…) Music could vanish from our species and the rest of our lifestyle would be virtually unchanged’ and ‘it is a technology, not an adaptation’ [6, pp. 528–529]. These words, including the reference to music as ‘auditory cheesecake’—a mere pleasure-producing substance—revitalized interest in the origins of music and its relevance for the biological and cognitive sciences [7–11].

At least three adaptationist accounts of music have been proposed [12–15]. Charles Darwin first suggested a role for sexual selection in the origins of music [16], a view that was revived and elaborated in recent years [17,18]. For Darwin, music had no survival benefits but it offered a means of impressing potential partners, thereby contributing to reproductive success. He, like other subsequent scholars [13,19], argued that musical vocalizations preceded language.

Another view considers music to have its origins in carers’ music-like vocalizations to infants, which are thought to enhance parent–infant bonds, ease the burdens of caregiving and promote infant well-being and survival [14,20]. Such
vocalizations are considered to have paved the way for language as well as music [19].

A third view stresses the role of music in promoting and maintaining group cohesion. Music is thought to be the ‘social glue’ that enhances cooperation and strengthens feelings of unity [15,21]. According to Dunbar [22], group singing and dancing in our hominin ancestors replaced social grooming (i.e. grooming of others involving touch) as a means of maintaining social connections as groups expanded in size. Song and dance mimic the neurochemical effects of social grooming, such as endorphin release [23], which have important social consequences.

A prominent non-adaptationist view considers music as a technology or ‘transformative invention’ that makes use of existing skills and has important consequences for our culture and biology [24]. This notion has parallels to the transformative control of fire by early humans, making it possible to cook food and obtain warmth, which had important cultural and biological consequences [25]. Viewed in this manner, music is an exaptation, spandrel or evolutionary by-product of other skills.

The possible adaptive function of music is one of several indispensable levels of analysis of cognitive and biological phenomena that might underlie musicality. In addition to the possible survival or reproductive value of music (adaptation), one can examine the neurobiological substrates (mechanisms), their developmental trajectory (ontogeny) and their evolutionary history (phylogeny) [26]. Accordingly, one can study various levels of information processing relevant to the perceptual and cognitive processing of music [27] or find support for the cognitive and biological origins of music in psychological, physiological, genetic, medical, phylogenetic, hunter–gatherer and cross-cultural perspectives (cf. [28]).

These divergent perspectives are necessary for understanding the full complexity of music and musicality, making the study of musicality a truly interdisciplinary endeavour.

Before proposing a multicomponent perspective on the origins of musicality, we discuss the notions of biology and culture, music and musicality, as well as important methodological issues. Finally, we outline a number of issues that are vital to advancing the scientific study of musicality.

2. Biology and culture

Until relatively recently, most scholars were wary of the notion that music could have a biological basis:

There is no reason to believe there is a universally shared, innate basis for music perception. Although the possible survival value of music has often been speculated about, music has not been around long enough to have shaped perceptual mechanisms over thousands of generations. Clearly, music is a cultural artifact, and knowledge about it must be acquired. Moreover, in contrast to speech, this knowledge is acquired relatively slowly and not equally by all individuals of a given nature [29, p. 260]

This position is typical of scholarly thought in musicology over the last 50 years, with music viewed as a cultural product with no evolutionary history and no biological constraints on its manifestation.

The available fossil record dates musical activity to at least 45 000 years ago [30,31], which is a modest time frame in evolutionary terms. It is impossible, however, to conclude that music has not been around long enough to shape perception or cognition. Vocal music and percussive use of the body leave no physical traces, so the archaeological record can only provide evidence of musical instruments and only those instruments made of durable material such as bone. Opposing claims that ‘we may safely infer that music is among the most ancient of human cognitive traits’ [32, p. 10 430] are equally indefensible. For the moment, at least, definitive conclusions about the prehistory and origins of music cannot be formulated.

Many scholars embrace Western perspectives on music, viewing music as the exclusive domain of professional musicians who have honed their skills with years of practice [33]. Such approaches are obviously inappropriate for considering the music of all cultures and time periods. Instead of music being special or for highly trained individuals, there is increasing evidence that humans share a predisposition for music, especially when the focus is perception rather than production. To recognize a melody and move to (or perceive) the beat of music are trivial skills for most humans and, at the same time, fundamental to our musicality [20,34]. Even infants and young children are sensitive to a number of musical features that are common across cultures [35–38]. Although we are learning more and more about our own musical skills [39,40], the biological origins and evolutionary history of these apparent predispositions remain unclear.

Before discussing prospects for studying the evolution of musicality, we address the notions of music and musicality that are central to this volume.

3. Music and musicality

Definitional issues are especially problematic because there are no conventional defining criteria of music. Within a culture, people agree, more or less, on what constitutes music, but there is considerably less agreement across cultures. Venturing across species is even more contentious. Although some contend that the songs of some birds (e.g. nightingales), those of humpback whales, a Thai elephant orchestra or the interlocking duets of gibbons are examples of music (cf. [1]), most would argue, instead, that human listeners can use a musical frame of reference to make many sound patterns seem musical. A more productive perspective is to consider the basic components of musicality and the extent to which we share those components with various non-human animals.

Addressing these issues productively depends on distinguishing between the notions of music and musicality [28,31,35]. Musicality in all its complexity can be defined as a natural, spontaneously developing set of traits based on and constrained by our cognitive and biological system. Music in all its variety can be defined as a social and cultural construct based on that very musicality. This distinction demarcates two divergent approaches to the cognition and biology of music.

One approach is to study the structure of music, seeking key similarities and differences in musical form and activity across a variety of human cultures [41,42]. Although there is no widely shared definition of music [43], the presence of several cross-cultural similarities supports the notion of musicality as a prominent characteristic of humankind. The similarities are suggestive of underlying cognitive and biological mechanisms that may constrain and shape musical behaviours across cultures.

An alternative approach is to study the structure of musicality by attempting to identify the basic underlying
mechanisms, cognitive and biological, their function and developmental course, and effective ways to study those mechanisms in human and non-human animals. The major challenge of this approach, and of the current issue, is to delineate the traits that constitute the musicality phenotype.

4. Evolution of (music) cognition

There is much scepticism about the possibility of gaining insight into the evolution of cognition in general [28,44,45] and, by extension, musicality. According to Lewontin [44], evolutionary theory stands on three principles—variation, heredity and natural selection—that limit scientific inquiry into cognition. To understand the evolution of cognition, it is necessary to understand the variation in cognitive traits in ancestral times. Because cognition does not fossilize, we cannot acquire the requisite evidence about variability [44]. On the issue of heritability, many studies provide such evidence (see Gingras et al. [46]), but it is difficult to specify the genes because cognitive traits are polygenic. It is also important to gather evidence about the possibility that cognitive traits were the target of natural selection. Without reconstructing the minds of our hunter–gatherer predecessors, for example, we can only guess at the selection pressures they faced [47].

Despite the apparent impossibility of studying the evolution of complex mental processes such as cognition, we argue that a bottom-up approach involving the search for basic mechanisms that combine into a multicomponent trait like musicality can be fruitful. Such an approach has resulted in important insights in the domains of animal cognition [48–50] and the evolution of language [51].

5. Multicomponent perspective

Some cognitive functions like language and music are viewed as typically human. It is possible, however, that other species share one or more component mechanisms of musicality. A bottom-up perspective [52] focusing on the constituent capacities underlying musicality could reveal such common mechanisms. Instead of asking which species are musical, we ask how musicality works, its essential ingredients, which ingredients are shared with other species, and how these evolved.

In essence, we are combining functional, developmental, phylogenetic and mechanistic approaches [26] to generate a theory of musicality while focusing on the constituent capacities underlying the musicality phenotype. In fact, we propose to address Tinbergen’s [26] four questions by first describing the mechanisms, functions and developmental course of musicality in a variety of animals and cultures, with input from anthropological, neuroscientific and genetic sources. By doing so, we hope to learn more about how music evolved.

A multicomponent perspective, which involves studying the constituents of musicality in the ‘here and now’ by means of a comparative approach across cultures and species, is one means of addressing the critique that the evolution of musicality cannot be studied (§4). This approach is based on the neo-Darwinian assumption that if closely related species, whether humans and apes or walruses and sea lions, exhibit similar solutions to similar problems, they are probably engaging similar mechanisms (figure 1). When two species share a particular musical trait, one can infer that their common ancestor (CA) also had that trait. By examining these homologous traits in a natural group of species (i.e. clade), one can date the origin of that particular trait. This is the principal motivation for studying music perception in closely related species [53].

Species that are closely related to humans can be assumed to share some cognitive abilities and might therefore be good experimental models for teasing apart various neurological, genetic or epigenetic contributions to a certain trait. The study of more distant or unrelated species that share a similar trait (that is not homologous) can also contribute to an understanding of underlying mechanisms. The convergent evolution of particular traits in distant species (homoplasy; figure 2) is the main motivation for studying music perception in such species [54].

The study of homologous and analogous traits is the key tool of comparative biology. Although an observable phenotype...
Table 1. Some key questions for a future research agenda on musicality.

1. What is the most promising means of carving musicality into component skills?
2. What kinds of natural behaviour in other species might be related to musicality?
3. How can we more clearly differentiate biological and cultural contributions to musicality?
4. What is the neuronal circuitry associated with different aspects of musicality?
5. How do the relevant genes contribute to building a musical brain (i.e. using functional studies to bridge the gap between genes, neurons, circuits and behaviour)?
6. Can we use such genes to trace the evolutionary history of our musical capacities in human ancestors and to study parallels in non-human animals?
7. Can non-human animals detect higher order patterns in sounds (e.g. auditory grouping), as humans do?
8. Is entrainment or beat induction restricted to species capable of vocal learning?
9. Can non-human animals generalize across timbres?
10. Do absolute and relative processing of pitch, duration and timbre depend on context, stimuli or species?
11. How can we study the evolution of musicality relative to language?

Some of these traits may be common to humans and other species, with others being uniquely human.

In summary, the research agenda for studying the cognitive, biological, cultural and social origins of musicality (and the aim of this Theme Issue) is twofold. The primary aim is to identify the basic mechanisms that contribute to musicality, their functions and developmental course, as well as effective ways to study them in human and non-human animals. A secondary aim is to constrain evolutionary theories of musicality by evaluating recent findings from the fields of biology, musicology, neurology, genetics, computer science, anthropology and psychology.

6. Lorentz workshop on musicality and its relation to this theme issue

During a Lorentz Workshop on this subject (from which this issue arose), held in April 2014, it became clear that reframing the available empirical evidence and proposing a research agenda on musicality were both important and timely. Moreover, 23 experts from a wide range of disciplines (cognitive biology, cognitive neuroscience, neurobiology, animal cognition, molecular genetics, anthropology, developmental psychology and computational cognition) agreed on many facets of such a research agenda, providing the momentum for this theme issue.

Together, the papers assembled in this issue set a research agenda for the study of musicality in the years to come, an endeavour that is multidisciplinary, as is the background of the authors. The topics of the 11, mostly co-authored, papers resulted from a bottom-up selection process during the workshop, prompted by a series of position statements and reviews. These topics formed the basis of Working Sessions in which the key ingredients of the papers were formulated.

Below we introduce and discuss each selected topic, its history and the resulting paper. In table 1, we summarize the key questions for a future research agenda on musicality.

(a) Four principles of bio-musicology

The first paper in this issue is one of four position papers that outline the key issues in the study of musicality. Tecumseh
Fitch [59] proposes four principles as prerequisites for a future discipline of ‘bio-musicology’, a term coined by Nils L. Wallin [1] to encompass several branches of music psychology and musicology, but that is used here to refer to the biological study of musicality in all its forms.

In addition to these four principles, which incorporate Tinbergen’s four ethological questions, the paper argues for a revitalized search for musical universals, a topic that has been explored extensively by scholars such as Bruno Nettl [60] and, more recently, by Brown and Jordania [61].

Some of these ideas are widely accepted in one or more disciplines, like the multicomponent approach or Tinbergen’s four levels of explanation. Others have less agreement, like the notion of universals of musical structure (cf. [43]) or the focus on overt behaviour (cf. [54]).

Fitch continues by proposing four core components of musicality, which differ somewhat from the four components proposed in this paper. Instead of the current focus on perceptual and cognitive mechanisms that might be fundamental to musicality (e.g. relative pitch, beat perception, tonal encoding of pitch and metrical encoding of rhythm; §5), he argues for four musical behaviours as the central focus of bio-musicology: song, drumming, social synchronization and dance. In so doing, he suggests a bridge from cognitive biology to fields like anthropology and social psychology. In short, he proposes bio-musicology as a rich field for interdisciplinary and comparative research on musicality.

(b) The origins of music in auditory scene analysis and the roles of evolution and culture in musical creation

Trainor [62] considers the possibility that music originated either as an evolutionary adaptation or as a product of culture. The uniqueness of music to humans, its universality across cultures and its early emergence in development are consistent with music as an evolutionary adaptation. However, the flexibility and generativity of music and its rapid change over time are consistent with cultural transmission rather than adaptation. According to Trainor, adaptation and cultural transmission underlie the origins of music. Although the processing of musical pitch and timing are presumed to have evolutionary origins, she argues that they did not evolve specifically for music but rather for identifying and locating sounding objects in the environment (i.e. auditory scene analysis [63]). In other words, the creation of music capitalized on preexisting auditory processes. Trainor argues, however, that the emotional and social consequences of music may have conferred survival benefits, leading to adaptations that promoted and enhanced musical behaviour.

(c) Searching for the origins of musicality across species

Hoeschele et al. [54] pose critical questions such as what species to study and how to study them in searching for the components of musicality and their biological origins. They outline the contributions of artificial laboratory experiments to our understanding of various aspects of musicality such as absolute and relative pitch processing, rhythm processing and timbre processing. They also indicate how studies of the natural behaviour of species have revealed important skills relating to musicality and have also informed laboratory studies. For example, detailed descriptions of the songs of black-capped chickadees—their variability [64] and the preferences of female conspecifics [65]—revealed the relative pitch processing capabilities of this species, prompting training studies that delineated the limits of these abilities [66]. The authors suggest new directions for future research, including the search for musically relevant behaviours in species that have received little attention to date and the use of more ecologically valid stimuli and tasks in the laboratory.

(d) Five fundamental constraints on theories of the origins of music

The uniqueness and universality of music raise questions of how and why the human ability to appreciate and produce music evolved. To avoid ‘just-so stories’ for the evolution of music, Merker et al. [67] argue for constraints on evolutionary theorizing. They propose five such constraints, chosen for their generality and their consequences for the structure of music: (i) cultural transmission, so that any transfer of musical traits must pass through an inter-generational ‘learner bottleneck’; (ii) generativity, such that music can generate infinite pattern diversity by finite means; (iii) vocal production learning; (iv) entrainment with perfect synchrony; and (v) a motivational basis for the universal human propensity to sing and dance together in a group. Some of these constraints are not specific to music, with the first three being applicable to the evolution of language. Like other contributors to this issue, these authors draw parallels between language and music processing. They suggest that some distinguishing features of music do not require Darwinian explanations for their widespread occurrence, arising instead from constraints and characteristics of the learning mechanisms involved. Other features may be subject to Darwinian selection. In those cases, it is important to consider the modes of selection that might be operative as well as the features on which they are operative, the latter issue often receiving insufficient attention.

(e) Cross-cultural perspectives on music and musicality

This paper by Trehub et al. [43] issues an invitation to conduct more socially oriented research on music cognition as it may hold keys to the evolutionary origins of musicality. It is proposed that music promotes social and pro-social behaviour through a variety of mechanisms such as jointly experienced arousal and synchronous action across cultures. The argument is original and thought-provoking. For example, the paper covers musical universals from a fresh perspective. One universal, which is particularly novel and interesting, is repetition (of motifs and themes). Repetition is ubiquitous in music and has no clear parallel in language. Similarly, the paper presents vivid examples of social behaviours that may be akin to what is experienced while being musically engaged in a group. A vivid example is the empathy and arousal elicited by watching fire-walkers, in particular those who are relatives or friends. In sum, the authors make a convincing case for further study of the social aspects of musical engagement, which may account for the perpetuation of music. Music may outperform language in this respect because it can be shared simultaneously with more individuals and over longer distances than can speech.

(f) Neural overlap in processing music and speech

While there is a growing literature on the relationship between music and language, especially with regard to the underlying
brain processes that facilitate music and speech (cf. [63]), there are at least four competing views on how music and speech are processed in the brain: (i) music and speech make use of identical brain networks (identity hypothesis), (ii) music and speech processing occur in overlapping brain regions (neural sharing hypothesis), (iii) music and speech have neural overlap but do not share neural circuitry (neural overlap hypothesis) or (iv) they are distinct (dissociation hypothesis).

The paper by Peretz et al. [68] elaborates the third hypothesis that stresses the distinction between brain locations and brain networks. The authors argue that part of the neural circuitry that has been established for language may have been recycled during evolution for musicality or, alternatively, that musicality served as a springboard for the emergence of language.

In the second half of this paper, Peretz et al. review some of the evidence in support of this interpretation, suggesting methods for disentangling neural overlap and neural sharing perspectives on music and language. While the neural overlap hypothesis is an attractive alternative to the neural sharing hypothesis (cf. [64]), the idea of neuronal recycling as applied to the evolution of musicality needs further research. Interestingly, if a core component of musicality is found to share a brain region or network involved in language, it may reveal a novel pathway by which some animals, most notably humans, achieved their highly sophisticated use of sound.

(g) Defining the biological bases of individual differences in musicality

Humans differ in their music-related skills, as they do for most other skills. While some of this variation is clearly linked to experiential differences, including exposure and training, there is accumulating evidence for the involvement of genetic variation and an emerging consensus that musicality has deep biological foundations. The impressive advances in molecular technologies have made it possible to explore these foundations.

Gingras et al. [46] provide a synthesis of research on the genetic correlates of musicality and the methods by which current insights have emerged. Entry points for exploring the genetic basis of components of musicality range from the examination of clustering in families or co-occurrence in twins of extreme levels of ability, like congenital amusia or absolute pitch perception, to genome-wide genotyping to capture the polymorphic content of a large phenotyped population sample, using advanced genomic and statistical methods. They sketch the prospects of new technologies for tracing the effects of particular genes on musicality. Moreover, they provide concrete suggestions for online test procedures that may improve the phenotyping of musical abilities and that can be combined with genome-wide genotype data on specific human populations.

(h) Finding the beat: a neuro-computational approach

One of the core mechanisms of musicality, as acknowledged by contributors to this issue, is the ability to perceive and synchronize movements to the beat of music. This skill is variously termed beat perception and synchronization [65], beat induction [66], or pulse perception and entrainment [58]. The skill is spontaneously developing [38], music-specific [69] and present in humans [58] but apparently lacking in other primates.

Merchant et al. [53] review the ever-increasing literature on beat perception and entrainment in monkeys, apes and humans [70]. They evaluate several brain imaging methods, including functional and electrophysiological techniques, for investigating the underlying mechanisms. The neurophysiology of rhythmic behaviour is also discussed, informed largely by recent findings in monkeys using direct intracortical [71] and non-invasive techniques [72].

Finally, the authors address the consequences of these findings for computational models of beat induction. Computational modelling is a long-standing promise of cognitive science, so a concrete mechanism like beat perception seems ideal for revealing the network required for perceiving regularity. The authors suggest questions that should be addressed in the near future.

(i) Principles of structure building in music, language and animal vocalization

This paper by Rohrmeier et al. [73] brings together a thorough review of the literatures on animal song, music and formal models of language. It provides an overview of the Chomsky hierarchy and discusses a number of ways in which formal language models can be extended. Throughout, it suggests links to language, music and animal vocalization. Interestingly, like Trehub et al. [43], the authors ground their discussion of building blocks on Brown and Jordania’s recent work on cross-cultural universals in music [61], including repetition. By doing so, they strengthen the importance of a crosscultural perspective and point to limitations of other approaches. The rough tutorial material on grammar formalisms provides an important service for scholars of musicality. The paper should be useful to researchers from various fields of inquiry, prompting the possibility of new and fruitful connections.

(j) Affect induction through musical sounds: an ethological perspective

Music often induces emotional responses in listeners, some of which seem to be universal and others not. Huron [74] explores these phenomena by drawing upon parallels from animal communication. For example, there is often a close linkage within a species between an evolved signal and the response it evokes. Variation in a particular signal within and among species is sometimes tightly linked to physiological constraints. For example, the production of low-pitched sounds is often linked to a large body size or resonance cavity. Low pitch may have been selected as a threat signal providing honest information about the size and potential strength of the sender. For the receiver, such a signal might evoke fear. These and other evolved associations might be used in music to induce emotion in listeners.

Huron addresses five so-called ‘puzzles’ regarding music-induced emotions: Why can music induce certain emotions but not others? Why are some induced emotions similar to the displayed emotions in some cases but not others? Why do listeners often report feeling mixed emotions? Why are some induced emotions similar across musical cultures while others are not? And why do musicians rely on some emotion-inducing mechanisms more than others? Huron uses concepts and mechanisms from animal communication studies to explore why specific associations between sounds and emotions are more or less likely.
(k) The evolutionary roots of creativity: mechanisms and motivations

Wiggins et al. [75] endeavour to relate creativity and its principles, as exercised in human music, to parallels in other species as a means of shedding light on the evolution of cognition and the emergence of creative behaviour. This endeavour entails analysis of creativity at the phenomenological level. The authors decompose creativity into an objective process of generation, coupled with a combination of relative value judgements, some of which, notably novelty, can be modelled objectively. One unbiased approach to novelty is to identify it in non-human animals. For example, non-human creativity can be found in the novelty of humpback whale singing in Australia and the Pacific. A similar argument can be made for birdsong. In sum, the authors make a case for considering creativity as an evolutionary pressure, proposing a research programme involving animal communication (bird and whale song, specifically) to investigate this possibility.
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